
Mirzoeff describes this painting as a beautiful 
representation of human environmental 
destruction. (Mirozeff 228). This painting was produced around the time 

period when France was experiencing the 
smog that was being produced by industrial 
coal use. The smog in France can be 
represented by Monet’s painting, Unloading 
Coal. 

In the foreground of the painting rowing 
boats can be seen. These row boats and the 
workers inside have been painted very 
loosely so only the silhouettes can be seen. 

In the background, industrial buildings and 
machinery can be seen very faintly. The 
clarity of the machinery/buildings is poor to 
represent the coal smoke that pours out of 
the chimneys that can be faintly seen in the 
middle-ground. (Mirzoeff 229). 

The coal smoke featured in the painting is a 
warm yellow tone, exactly the same as the 
smoke seen in Monet’s painting, Unloading 
Coal. 

The poor clarity of the coal industry 
machinery could be a further representation 
of the contrast between upper and lower 
class. The lower class citizens who would 
likely be working in the coal industry are 
blurred which contrasts with the people in the 
row boats. This contrast is the same as the 
contrast between the coal workers and the 
people walking along the bridge in Monet’s 
painting, Unloading Coal. 

In contrast to Monet’s painting, Unloading 
Coal, the key subject matter has been 
situated primarily in the centre of the frame 
rather than the upper and lower edges. this 
positioning draws the viewers eye directly to 
the row boats and the bright orange sun. 

Monet’s painting has given visual form to the 
conquest of nature (essay topic), much the 
same as ‘’Unloading Coal’’. The ocean in this 
painting isn’t untouched and natural, instead 
it is being dominated by humans and in 
particular, the coal industry. 

The viewpoint for this painting is very high, 
Mirzoeff suggests that maybe Monet was 
looking out of a high window or from the 
rigging of a ship. (Mirzoeff 230). 

Mirzoeff describes the colour and smell of 
the coal smoke as an indication of the 
continuing conquest of nature. (Mirzoeff 
230). The same idea is replicated in, 
Unloading Coal. 

The painting is overall very warm toned to 
represent the smoke from the coal industry 
machines. The tones of the colours in this 
painting are very similar to the colours used 
in, Unloading Coal. The colours therefore 
create a continuation between both of 
Monet’s paintings and also gives both 
paintings the same context; industrialisation 
and the coal industry. 


